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Abstract— Automotive is certainly one of the most attrac-
tive and promising application domains for hybrid system
techniques. Indeed, some hybrid models and algorithms have
already been successfully applied for automotive control de-
signs. However, despite the significant advances achieved in
the past few years, hybrid methods are in general still not
mature enough for their effective introduction in the automotive
industry design processes at large. In this paper, we take a broad
view of the development process for embedded control systems
in the automotive industry with the purpose of identifying
challenges and opportunities for hybrid systems in the design
flow.

I. INTRODUCTION

The design of electronic control systems in the automotive
industry is particularly challenging due to a number of
factors. A first factor of difficulty is the high complexity of
the subsystems that compose the car and have to be operated
and monitored by the control system: e.g. the engine, the
electrical motor/generator in hybrid vehicles, the powertrain,
the vehicle body, the suspensions, the brakes, the exhaust gas
treatment system, etc. Such subsystems often exhibit very
complex behaviors and interact tightly one another.

Secondly, the design of electronic control systems is
subject to ever increasing demands imposed by the market
in terms of vehicle performances, passengers’ comfort and
safety, and fuel consumption. Such demanding specifications
have to be achieved in compliance with legal requirements
related to emissions and safety.

Moreover, the design is subject to critical HW/SW imple-
mentation constraints on cost, reliability (safety and correct-
ness), power consumption, weight and position.

Finally, the overall development process is subject to
extremely critical time–to–market limitations, which derive
by the necessity of delivering every two–three years new
generations of products characterized by high contents of
innovation.

In today cars, the electronic control system is a net-
worked system with an embedded controller dedicated to
each subsystem: e.g. engine control unit, gear–box controller,
ABS (Anti–lock Braking System), dashboard controller, and
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VDC (Vehicle Dynamic Control). The embedded controllers
interact each other by communicating over a network.

Due to the lack of an overall understanding of the in-
terplay of sub–systems and of the difficulties encountered
in integrating very complex parts, system integration has
become a nightmare in the automotive industry. The source
of these problems is clearly the increased complexity of the
embedded controllers but also the difficulty of the leading
Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) in managing the
integration and maintenance process with embedded con-
trollers that come from different suppliers (so–called Tier–
1 companies) who use different design methods, different
software architecture, different hardware platforms and dif-
ferent (and often proprietary) Real-Time Operating Systems
(RTOS).

Whereas on the one hand the need for standards in the
software and hardware domains that will allow plug–and–
play of embedded controllers is essential, on the other
hand the design process for embedded controllers has to
be significantly improved. Hybrid systems techniques can
have an important role with respect to the second point.
Successful approaches to the design of control algorithms
using hybrid system methodologies had been presented in
the literature, e.g. cut-off control [6], intake throttle valve
control [7], actual engaged gear identification [4], adaptive
cruise control [12]. However, despite the significant advances
of the past few years, hybrid system methodologies are not
mature yet for an effective introduction in the automotive
industry. Nonetheless, hybrid system techniques may have
an important impact on several critical open problems in the
overall design flow that go beyond the classical controller
synthesis step. In particular, system design is a very critical
step in the today development process, which could be
significantly improved by using hybrid system techniques.

In this paper, we analyze the design flow for embedded
controllers in the automotive industry, with the purpose of
identifying challenges and opportunities for hybrid system
technologies.

In particular, in Section II, an overview of the typical
design flow for embedded controllers adopted by the auto-
motive industry is presented with particular emphasis on the
Tier–1 supplier problems.

In Section III, for each design step, we identify critical
phases and bottle-neck problems and we extract relevant
open problems that hybrid system technologies may con-
tribute to solve.
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Fig. 1. Design and integration flow.

II. DESIGN SCENARIO AND DESIGN FLOW

In today cars, the electronic control system is a networked
system with a dedicated Electronic Control Unit (ECU)
for each subsystem. The ECUs interact by asynchronous
communication over a communication network specifically
designed for automotive applications. Typically, an ECU
implements a multirate control system composed of nested
control loops, with frequency and phase drifts between fixed
sampling–time actions and event driven actions. It may have
more than one hundred I/O signals, may implement up to
three hundreds control algorithms and share with the other
related ECUs approximately one hundred signals (as for
example, the engine control unit).

The complexity of the design of automotive ECUs is
further increased by additional very critical constraints on
reliability, cost and time–to–market and constraints on power
consumption, weight and position.

As a consequence, a successful design, in which costly
and time consuming re–design cycles are avoided, can only
be achieved using efficient design methodologies that allow
for component reuse (see [1], [5]) and for evaluation of
platform requirements at the early stages of the design flow.
There is an increasing interest in the industrial community
towards managing the complexity of the design and ob-
taining ECUs with guaranteed performances and reduced
cost, by means of a model-based design approach. In this
approach, specifications, functional architectures, algorithms,
and implementation architectures are represented formally by
models thus allowing, at least in principle, formal analysis
and automatic synthesis.

The standard design flow of automotive ECUs adopted by
Tier–1 companies (subsystem suppliers) is represented by the
so–called V-diagram shown in Figure 1. The top–down left
branch represents the synthesis flow. The bottom–up right
branch is the integration and testing flow.

In particular, the synthesis flow is articulated in the fol-
lowing steps:

A. System specification. This step includes: the formal-
ization of system level customer requirements; the

completion of under–specified requirements; the ab-
straction at the system level of customer requirements
regarding lower layers (e.g. either a control algorithm
or a piece of software to be integrated in the design).

B. Functional deployment. The system is decomposed
into a collection of interacting subsystems and the
specifications for each subsystem are defined. More-
over, for each subsystem, the architecture of control
algorithms and their specifications are defined in order
to meet the given system specifications.

C. Control system. This design step regards the synthesis
of each control algorithm, according to the specifica-
tion defined in the previous step, and its validation.

D. HW/SW components. The specifications for the imple-
mentation of the control algorithms are defined and the
hardware and software architectures are designed.

The synthesis flow terminates with the development of the
hardware, the software and possibly some electromechanical
components.

III. SYNTHESIS FLOW

In this section, we describe the synthesis part of the
automotive design flow emphasizing the aspects where we
believe hybrid system techniques may have an important
impact.

A. System specification

System specifications define requirements on performance,
driveability, fuel consumption, emissions and safety. They
are given in terms of a number of operation modes charac-
terized by different controlled variables and objectives and
regard both discrete and continuous behaviors: in fact system
specifications define switching conditions between operation
modes as well as the desired continuous behavior for each
mode.

The degree of detail given by the OEMs in describing
system specifications is not uniform. Some behaviors may
result only vaguely specified while some others may be very
detailed so that the OEM imposes not only a system level
requirement but also a particular solution to satisfy it.

Since these constraints are often the result of decisions
based on insufficient analysis, the feasible design space may
be empty thus causing unnecessary design cycles. We do
believe that care must be exercised when constraint are
entered at abstraction levels that are non appropriate with
respect to the role of the company that specifies them.

The previous discussion shows that, since system specifi-
cation regards both discrete and continuous behaviors, then:

• tools for system specifications, requirements manage-
ment and system design, validation and verification
must be developed to deal with hybrid models.

Moreover, since OEM requirements contain details regarding
several levels of the design flow, then to achieve a complete
representation of the system at system specification level,

• abstraction techniques that deal with hybrid systems for
projecting lower–levels specifications back to upper–
levels must be developed.
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Finally, hybrid techniques and supporting tools to perform
coherence and feasibility analysis at system specification
level have to be developed as well.

B. Functional deployment

In a first stage of the design, the system is decomposed
into a collection of interacting components. The decomposi-
tion, based on the understanding of the physical process of
interest, is clearly a key step towards a good quality design,
since it leads to a design process that can be carried out as
independently as possible for each component (see [1] for
more details). The objectives and constraints that define the
system specification are distributed among the components
by the functional deployment process so that the composition
of the behaviors of the components is guaranteed to meet
the constraints and the objectives required for the overall
controlled system.

In a second stage of the functional deployment, the control
algorithms architecture is defined. In particular, the set of
control algorithms to be developed for each function and the
topology of interconnection are determined. Furthermore, for
each control algorithm, desired closed–loop specifications are
defined to achieve the requested behavior for each functional
component. This process is mainly guided by the experience
of system engineers, with little support of methodologies and
tools. The sets of measurable and actuated quantities, which
will constitute the sets of, respectively, inputs and outputs to
the ECU, are often defined by the OEM. In fact, the OEM
often defines also sensors and actuators to be used, since they
have a major impact on the cost of the control system. In
addition, customer requirements may include details on the
topology of the control algorithms architecture that further
constrains the functional deployment process.

As a consequence, hybrid formalisms are required to
support the description of

• the functional decomposition and the desired behavior
for each functional component;

• the architecture of control algorithms, sensors and ac-
tuators, for each functional component;

• the desired requirements for each control algorithm
obtained from the functional deployment process.

Moreover, the development of methodologies and tools for
the synthesis of functional behaviors from system specifica-
tions and for validation of the obtained control algorithm
requirements w.r.t. the desired functional behaviors, are nec-
essary.

C. Control system

At the control system level, the algorithms to be imple-
mented in the architecture defined at the functional level are
designed. All control algorithms have to meet the assigned
specification, so that their composition within a functional
component exhibits the required behavior defined during
functional deployment.

In general, the design process for each control algorithm
involves

1. Plant modeling: a) model development; b) identifica-
tion; c) validation.

2. Controller synthesis: a) plant model and specifications
analysis; b) algorithm development; c) controller vali-
dation.

3. Fast prototyping.

However, if part of the algorithms are re–used from previous
designs, the entire three–step flow is often only partially
performed.

In the following sections, the first two steps are discussed
in details.

1.a) Model development: Traditionally, control engineers
adopt mean–value models to represent the behavior of au-
tomotive subsystems. However, the need for hybrid system
formalisms to model the behavior of systems in automotive
applications is apparent in many cases.

Let us consider for instance the torque generation and
transmission processes of an internal combustion engine.
An accurate model of the engine has a natural hybrid
representation because the cylinders have four modes of
operation corresponding to the stroke they are in (which
can be represented by a finite-state model) while power–train
and air dynamics are continuous-time processes. In addition,
these processes interact tightly. In fact, the timing of the
transitions between two phases of the cylinders is determined
by the continuous motion of the power–train, which, in turn,
depends on the torque produced by each piston. In [2], we
showed that the engine can be modeled using a hybrid system
composed of interacting finite–state machines, discrete–event
systems and continuous–time systems. As a second case,
consider for instance the model of an automotive driveline.
An accurate model of the driveline has a natural hybrid
representation because the gear has different position and the
clutch can be locked, unlocked or slipping. In [3], a detailed
model with up to 6048 discrete state combinations and 12
continuous state variables was presented. The hybrid model
accurately represents discontinuities distributed along the
drive line due to engine suspension, clutch, gear, elastic tor-
sional characteristic, tires, frictions and backlashes. Finally,
models of automotive subsystems are often highly nonlinear.
In engine modeling, nonlinearities arise from fluid–dynamics
and thermodynamics phenomena (e.g. volumetric efficiency,
engine torque, emissions) and are usually represented by
piece–wise affine maps.

In conclusion, plant models development requires exten-
sive use of hybrid modeling techniques:

• hybrid deterministic and stochastic formalisms, includ-
ing FSM, DES, DT, CT, PDA, for representing interact-
ing behaviors of different nature are essential;

• such hybrid formalisms should be supported by appro-
priate tools for hybrid model description and simulation.

1.b) Identification: In current practice, parameter iden-
tification is mostly based on steady–state measurements,
obtained using either manually defined set–points or auto-
matic on–line screening. Dynamic parameters are often either
obtained analytically (e.g. intake manifold model) or from
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step responses. However, step response and other classical
identification methods can be used to identify models rep-
resenting standard continuous evolutions only, such as those
exhibited by mean–value models. When applied to hybrid
models, classical techniques can only be used to identify
the plant model separately in each discrete mode. They
hardly succeed in identifying parameters related to switching
conditions and cannot be applied to black–box hybrid model
identification.

The availability of hybrid system identification techniques
using transient data, including mode switching, would allow
to increase identification accuracy, reduce the amount of
experimental data needed and identify all parameters in
hybrid models. Efficient identification techniques for hybrid
systems will also give the opportunity for modeling more
complex hybrid behaviors that are currently abstracted due
to the difficulties in the identification process.

Moreover, efficient hybrid techniques for the representa-
tion and identification of nonlinearities, as either piece–wise
affine functions (see [9]) or piece–wise polynomial functions,
would produce majors impact in the design:

• domain partition could be optimized (possibly not
grid-based), achieving increased accuracy and reducing
model complexity;

• parameter identification accuracy could be improved;
• higher dimension nonlinearities Rp → R could be

represented and identified.

1.c) Validation: The selection of test patterns for model
validation is a crucial issue in the validation process. Clas-
sical techniques allow to assess the richness of sets of
test patterns for the validation of continuous models. These
techniques can be used in automotive applications to assess
richness of validation patterns for continuous evolutions of
the plant. However, the problem remains open for hybrid
model validations. This topic is further discussed in Section
III.C.2.c, where automatic test pattern generation for con-
troller validation is analyzed.

Validation of hybrid models is a very complex task not
sufficiently investigated in the literature. In particular, the
following open problems must be addressed:

• methodologies for automatic generation of extensive
validation patterns for hybrid models;

• techniques for the assessment of the completeness of
validation patterns. This problem can be formalized in
the framework of reachability analysis and interesting
approaches have been proposed using the concepts of
structural coverage and data coverage.

2.a) Plant model and specifications analysis: Typically the
design process of a control algorithm for a new application
starts with the definition of a plant model based on the analy-
sis of some experimental data obtained either with open–loop
control or with some very elementary closed–loop algorithm.
The assessment of classical structural properties, such as
reachability, observability, stabilizability, passivity [8], on the
plant model is of interest in this phase. In addition, quan-
titative analysis is very useful to understand the strengths

and weaknesses of the design. It is interesting to obtain
by performance and perturbations/uncertainties analysis an
evaluation of quantities such as stability margins, most
critical perturbations/uncertainties, robust stability margins,
reachability and observability measures in the state space.

Classical concepts and techniques for system analysis
cannot be applied to hybrid systems (e.g. switching systems
stability has no direct relation with subsystems poles). Un-
fortunately hybrid system theory has not been developed to
a point to be trusted for model analysis:

• some fundamental properties have not been formally
defined yet and tests are not available for verifying most
of the properties;

• efficient implementation of tests will be necessary for
automatic evaluation, since often manual testing is pro-
hibitively expensive for hybrid system properties;

• analysis tools must be integrated with standard system
engineering tools.

2.b) Algorithm development: Control algorithms are often
characterized by many operation modes, that are conceived
to cover the entire life–time of the product: starting from in–
factory operations before car installation, configuration, first
power–on, power–on, functioning, power–off, connection to
diagnostic tools. During standard functioning, control strate-
gies can be either at the nominal operation mode or at one of
several recovery modes. A significant number of algorithms
are dedicated to the computation of switching conditions and
controller initializations.

A short and by no–means exhaustive list of control actions
for which hybrid system design is particularly interesting
is as follows: fuel injection, spark ignition, throttle valve
control (especially with stepper motor), electromechanical
intake/exhaust valve control, engine start-up and stroke de-
tection, crankshaft sensor management, VGT and EGR actu-
ation (hysteresis management), emission control (cold start-
up, lambda on/off sensor feedback), longitudinal oscillations
control (backlash and elasticity discontinuities), gear–box
control (servo-actuation in traditional gear shift systems),
cruise control and adaptive cruise control, diagnosis algo-
rithms (signals and functionalities on-line monitoring), algo-
rithms for fault-tolerance and safety and recovery (degraded
mode activation).

Diagnostic algorithms represent a major part of the strate-
gies implemented in automotive ECUs. For engine control,
the implementation of diagnosis algorithms is enforced by
legislation: OBDII (On Board Diagnosis II) in USA and
EOBD (European On Board Diagnosis) in EU. In general,
these requirements specify that every fault, malfunction or
simple component degradation that leads to pollutant emis-
sions over given thresholds should be diagnosed and signaled
to the driver. This requirement has a significant impact on
ECU design, since it implies the development of many on–
line diagnostic algorithms [11].

Both specifications and accurate models of the plant are
often hybrid in automotive applications but the methodology
currently adopted for algorithm development is rather crude
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and can be summarized as follows. The continuous func-
tionalities to be implemented in the controller are designed
based on mean–value models of the plant, with some ad
hoc solutions to manage hybrid system issues (such as
synchronization with event–based behaviors); if the resulting
behavior is not satisfactory under some specific conditions,
then the controller is modified to detect critical behaviors and
operate consequently (introducing further control switching).
The discrete functionalities of the controller are designed by
direct implementation of non–formalized specifications. De-
sign methodologies and corresponding tools for the synthesis
of discrete systems are usually not employed. The discrete
behavior of the controller is not obtained by automatic syn-
thesis of a formalized specification, as for instance it is done
in hardware design. If the algorithm is not designed from
scratch, but is obtained by elaborating existing solutions,
as is often the case, then additional operation modes may
be introduced to comply with the new specification. This
results in a non–optimized controller structure. Structured
approaches to the integrated design of the controller that
allow to satisfy hybrid specifications considering hybrid
models of the plant are not adopted yet even though they
have obvious advantages over the heuristics that permeate
the present approaches.

Hybrid system techniques can significantly contribute to
the improvement of control algorithm design in automotive
applications. The introduction of hybrid synthesis techniques
should be aimed at:

• shortening the algorithm development time;
• reducing testing effort;
• reducing calibration parameters and provide automatic

calibration techniques;
• improving closed–loop performances;
• guaranteeing correct closed–loop behavior and reliabil-

ity;
• achieving and guaranteeing desired robustness;
• reducing implementation cost.

Most of the analytical approaches so far proposed for
controller design using hybrid system techniques are quite
complex. Usually, the application of these techniques re-
quires designers that are trained in hybrid systems and
necessitates long development times. As a consequence, the
hybrid system design process results too expensive for the
human resources commonly deployed in automotive system
engineering. Hence, for a profitable introduction of hybrid
system design techniques, it is essential that methodologies
are supported by efficient tools that allow fast and easy
designs. Hybrid model predictive control is a good example
in hybrid system research where the development of the
methodology was supported by a good effort in design tool
development [10].

2.c) Controller validation: Control algorithms are val-
idated in extensive, time-consuming and hence expensive
simulations of the closed–loop models. The designers, based
on their experience, devise critical trajectories to test the
behavior of the closed–loop system in the perceived worst–
case conditions even if some of the critical maneuvers may

be provided by the system specifications. Furthermore, a
rough investigation on the robustness properties of control
algorithms is obtained by screening the most critical param-
eters and uncertainties and applying critical perturbations. In
the current design flow, there is no automatic approach to the
validation of performance specifications. Some approaches
for automatic test patterns generation are under investigation.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no tool available in the
market for performance analysis, robust stability, and formal
verification for both continuous and discrete specification.

Due to the complexity of the plant–controller interactions,
the non negligible effects of the implementation, the large
uncertainties in the plant given by product diversity and
aging, validation of control algorithms is one of the hottest
topics in automotive industry. Some classes of algorithms
that require intensive and complex validation are diagnosis
algorithms, safety critical algorithms and algorithms prevent-
ing the system to stall (e.g. idle speed control). Today, the
quality of the validation step is not satisfactory and important
improvements in validation will be necessary to cope with
the safety issues that will be raised by next generation x–
by–wire systems. Hybrid system techniques can contribute
significantly to the improvement of the validation process.
In particular, validation has to be supported by tools for

• efficient simulations of hybrid closed–loop models;
• stability and performance analysis;
• robust stability and robust performance analysis;
• invariant set and robust invariant set computations.

Moreover, methodologies and tools should be developed for

• automatic validation against formalized hybrid perfor-
mance specifications;

• automatic validation of safety relevant conditions;
• automatic optimized test patterns generation reaching

specified level of coverage.

Interesting validation problems are related to the com-
putation of conservative approximations for the largest sets
of parameter uncertainties, calibration and implementation
parameters (e.g. sampling–period, latency, jitter, computa-
tion precision, etc.) for which the desired performances are
achieved.

D. Hardware/Software components

The design of HW/SW implementation of ECUs follows
today the standard methodologies for hardware and software
development. However, HW/SW implementation of the con-
trol algorithms may offer an interesting and little explored
application of hybrid formalisms as a more rigorous design
approach is advocated for reducing errors. In particular,
we see value for hybrid methodologies at the boundary
between control engineering and implementation design. The
methodologies and the design tools in the control domain
and the HW and SW implementation domains are often not
integrated; this situation is the frequent cause of design er-
rors. The specification for the HW/SW implementation must
include all details necessary for a correct implementation of
the algorithms, i.e., they must provide:
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• complete description of the algorithm;
• specification of the computation accuracy;

– in the value domain: precision for each computation
chain (for fixed–point arithmetic implementation),
threshold detection bounds, etc.);

– in the time domain: bounds for latency, jitter, delay
in event detection, etc.

• execution order and synchronization;
• priorities in case of resource sharing (CPU, communi-

cation, etc);
• communication specifications;
• data storage requirements, e.g., variables in EEPROM.

In addition, the specification for the HW/SW implementation
should be derived from executable models, according to the
model–based design approach. These models should also
be integrated with tools for automatic code generation for
software implementation and with tools for automatic synthe-
sis for hardware design. Moreover, the specification for the
HW/SW implementation should ideally provide executable
acceptance tests that can guarantee that the computation
accuracy obtained in the HW/SW implementation is good
enough. In particular, tools suitable for the description of
the implementation requirements of the algorithms have to:

• support the specification of the algorithm behavior, the
computation accuracy and the other implementation
requirements and constraints mentioned above;

• support description of implementation acceptance tests;
• be efficiently integrated with software and hardware

development tools and tools for automatic code gen-
eration.

Finally, methodologies and tools for defining and validat-
ing implementation constraints should be developed. In par-
ticular, the degradation of the execution of control algorithms
due to the implementation on bounded resource platforms has
to be exported and modeled at the control system level to
obtain constraints for the implementation. These constraints
should be formally specified in the HW/SW implementation
requirements along with executable acceptance tests and
tools.

It is in the analysis of the effects of implementation on
the behavior of the control algorithms, in the construction
of abstracted models of the implementation platform and in
the constraint propagation that we see great value in hybrid
technology.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We described critically the automotive electronic design
flow in use today with the intention of underlining where
hybrid methods can be of use to improve the quality of
design. The quality of present products is far from being
satisfactory in view of the rapid advances of integrated
circuit and system technology, and of the ever increasing
demands on functionality and time to market. While we
are optimistic that hybrid systems will be of good use in
automotive electronics, the difficulties in propagating this
approach to design cannot be overemphasized. A coherent set

of tools and training approach should be developed to make
hybrid systems and their relationship with embedded systems
appealing to automotive engineers. The most obvious appli-
cation of hybrid systems is for modeling and control at the
highest level of abstraction, e.g. in engine control. However,
we believe that a most profitable application will also be
at the boundary of control design and implementation engi-
neering where the effects of limited resources and physics
on the control performance has to be captured to verify the
correctness of overall system (plant and controller).
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